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We are Jacques
OUR CORE BUSINESS | OUR BRAND | OUR 

REPUTATION

Jacques Technologies is a market leader in 
innovation, technological design, and development 
of integrated communication solutions. Our core 
competencies are in combining IP technology 
with decades of experience in audio and video 
products to produce flexible intercom, emergency, 
information help point and public address systems. 

Jacques was founded in 1980. Our team of highly 
innovative professionals are driven by research and 
development to deliver the latest technology. In the 
early 2000’s, we pioneered the use of IP technology 
within the intercom and public address space. 
Initially built tough to withstand the high demands 
and critical security communication requirements of 
the secure facilities market our systems are flexible 
and scalable to suit any market requirement where 
communication is vital and quality is demanded.

Our solutions are efficient across endless market 
applications including – public safety, health, 
education, and secure facilities. Jacques IP 
communications systems are dynamic, efficient, 
and boasts an unrivalled use of true IP technology, 
ensuring scalability and design flexibility.

Intercom & public address systems are our 
core business. We have been designing and 
manufacturing them for over 40 years. The quality 
of our products, the technical capabilities of our 
team and our global distributor network ensure our 
integrated solutions work now yet offer flexibility if 
requirements change over time.

Our brand, products and solutions are highly 
recommended and supported by security 
professionals, organisations and government 
departments in Australia and around the world. 
These organizations understand our ongoing 
commitment to quality and customer-driven 
development enabling them to install a Jacques 
solution with confidence.
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Our quality
ISO 9001: 2015 ACCREDITED | DEDICATED TO QUALITY & LONGEVITY

Australian designed and manufactured with an exceptional combination of hardware 
quality and software expertise, Jacques is ISO 9001:2015 certified. Our products are 
designed and manufactured to ensure quality and reliability. With a significant amount 
of time spent in product research and development, our products are refined to meet 
and exceed customer expectations. 

With a strict adherence to ISO quality standards, Jacques has ensured that quality 
not only goes into the product but in all processes affecting a product’s lifecycle from 
initial research, design, implementation, maintenance, and replacement products. 
Our circuit boards only use quality-grade, heat resistant fibreglass material which are 
then assembled into high quality metal covers give them a longer life cycle and greater 
resistance to environmental factors such as vandalism, heat, cold and dust.

Our customers expect our products to be durable, safe, functional, efficient and 
of a high quality. To meet these and other expectations Jacques builds quality into 
the product from the time of design to deployment with consistent management 
procedures. Parts and service of our products are available locally and via our 
distributor network, with our fast response service team available for any emergencies 
or urgent issues. With Australian made, quality products from Jacques, you can rest 
assured that you have chosen quality, reliable and durable products that will last.

Our support
LOCAL & GLOBAL | TECHNICALLY ADVANCED | REMOTE SOFTWARE UPGRADES

With many years of experience, our technical support team is available and are 
exceptional at resolving any customer issues. Backed by our software, engineering, 
and production teams, we can resolve any issues. Our network of distributors are 
also trained to provide localized support and service. 24/7 assistance is available to 
customers via our online support portal and extensive knowledge base.

Our technical support team and local distributors facilitate on site commissioning 
and/or training and can pre-configure systems to suit site specific requirements, 
making onsite installation easy. The Jacques service team & your local distributor 
are committed to customer satisfaction and keeping Jacques’s solutions in optimum 
working condition for years to come. 

If remote access of the installed Jacques system is made available by the customer, all 
testing and diagnosis of the system can be completed by our technical support team, 
including remote software updates. 

Our product lifecycle
DEDICATED TO LONGEVITY | BACKWARDS COMPATIBILITY

For added peace of mind, all Jacques products are provided with a manufacturer’s 
warranty from date of supply, with the option of additional warranty periods. At 
Jacques, we strive to manufacture our products to the highest standards to ensure 
their longevity exceeds 15 years as outlined in our Product Life Cycle policy available 
on our website.  Jacques currently has products active in high-security applications 
that are over 20 years old. Our product development philosophy aims to ensure new 
products released to the market are backwards compatible, ensuring continuality of 
our solutions for decades.



ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY
INTEGRATION | DETAILED REPORTING & DIAGNOSTIC | FLEXIBILITY

The Jacques IP Communication System is built tough for critical, security 
communication in the secure facilities market, yet flexible and scalable to suit any 
market requirement where communication is vital. With the scope to achieve 
systems with an unlimited number of endpoints and with virtually unlimited 
configuration options, the possibilities are endless.

INTEGRATON

Critical in providing communication systems as part of a total security solution is 
the ability of our IP Communication Systems to integrate with many third-party 
systems. Integration via High Level Interface (HLI) is available to building and 
security management systems, CCTV, access control and digital telephony systems. 
Integration ensures Jacques’ systems form part of a larger security solution while 
offering the benefit of a cohesive approach, better for overall security, better for 
installers and maintenance and better user experience. 

VIDEO INTERCOM SYSTEM & INTEGRATION

With easy-to-use touch screen IP video intercom monitor (VMS) stations in 
individual apartments, residents can feel safe through simple communication via 
audio and video to front gates and doors. These monitor stations can activate gate 
and door relays to provide visitor access to building entrances, car parks or lifts. 
Integration with CCTV systems allow for the viewing of additional cameras from the 
VMS. Depending on the integration partner, video and audio can be recorded to the 
video management system to aid in security provision.

TRUE IP ARCHITECTURE
CALL TOPOLOGY | SITE EXPANSION | PRIORITY CALLING

Full IP communication from server to endpoint devices. The system operates on 
an IEEE TCP/IP network with all devices supporting IEEE PoE allowing for power, 
data, and voice communications to be transmitted via a single CAT5/6 cable. This 
allows for complete control over call paths and hierarchy. Control over who can call 
who ensures a flexible system. The IP technology backbone ensures small, large or 
multi-site systems can be created now or as your precinct grows and requirements 
change. Adding Help Point Units to public spaces or car parks to allow visitors 
or residents convenient access to help, assistance, or security at the touch of a 
button, is as easy as adding an endpoint. Adding Public Address zones and speakers 
to public spaces allows for live public address broadcasts or time-scheduled 
announcements across the precinct. Some, any or all Jacques intercom and Help 
Point Units can be added to PA zones for added broadcast reach.

Furthermore, priority calling assigned to any intercom device allows for higher 
priority calls to queue jump to be answered with urgency. A Jacques communication 
solution allows for any or all of these products to be added to a system to provide 
additional security and communication benefits to a site. Competitor products 
designed solely for residential markets cannot offer these added benefits of 
expansion in size or feature set or advanced configuration options available in a 
Jacques solution.

REPORTING & DIAGNOSTICS
KNOWLEDGE IS POWER

The Jacques IP Communication System (650 Series) features advanced diagnostic 
and health checking capabilities which are logged and reported, in real-time, 24/7. 
The system continuously reports on over 320 events including configuration, call 
activity, device & system health status and faults. The system controller sends a 
heartbeat to endpoints every 5 seconds and reports on the result. This ensures 
that issues within a system are recognized instantaneously. Together these test 
results ensure the ongoing, functioning health of the entire system and ensure the 
reliability of communication-critical systems. Competitor systems do not offer any 
reporting or diagnostics, thus support for such systems would be difficult. Jacques 
detailed level of reporting and diagnostics allows our technical team the insight into 
system behaviour, to fix any issues if they arise.



Jacques, together with support from 
global partners, distributors, and 
governments, have completed many 
projects globally 

Each project delivered featured 
a quality IP communications 
solution that satisfied the customer 
requirement

• Abu Dhabi Midfield Terminal (UAE)
• Afghanistan Prison (AF)
• Ambrose Treacy College (AU)
• Auckland Region Women’s Corrections Facility (NZ)
• Bentong Prison (MY)
• Brisbane Busway (AU)
• Brisbane State High School (AU)
• Burj Khalifa (UAE)
• Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) Sunway (MY)
• Cessnock Juvenile Justice Correctional Centre (AU)
• Christmas Island IRPC (AU)
• Clarence Correctional Centre (AU)
• Cyprus Prison (CY)
• Dillwynia Correctional Centre (AU)
• Dubai Airport (UAE)
• Dubai Mall (UAE)
• Fiona Stanley Hospital (AU)
• IKEA Mytown Kuala Lumpur (MY)
• International School of Kuala Lumpur (MY)
• Kuala Lumpur International Airport (MY)
• Lady Cilento Children’s Hospital (AU)
• Maldives Prison (MV)
• National Heart Centre (SG)
• Royal Children’s Hospital (AU)
• Rimutaka Correctional Centre (NZ)
• Somerset College (AU)
• South Bank Parklands (AU)
• Southern Cross University (AU)
• Wellington Airport Tunnel (NZ)
• West Connex Tunnel (AU)

Our projects
GLOBAL INSTALLATIONS | WORLD-CLASS PROJECTS | CASE STUDIES

MANY MORE PROJECT REFERENCES ARE AVAILABLE HERE

DUBAI MALL, UNITED ARAB EMIRATES

DUBAI AIRPORT, UNITED ARAB EMIRATES

SOUTH BANK PARKLANDS, BRISBANE BURJ KHALIFA, UNITED ARAB EMIRATES

https://www.jacques.com.au/


Tennyson Reach, AUS

Tennyson Reach residential precinct features three apartment buildings located on a picturesque stretch of the Brisbane River. These luxury 
apartments featuring generous balconies enjoy extensive views over the riverfront parkland, extending all the way to Mt Coot-tha. For 
this project Jacques IP video intercom solution replaced an existing and failing analog intercom system. The site was recabled with Cat 5 to 
facilitate the Jacques IP communication system. 

Jacques supplied IP video monitor stations for each of the 77 apartments spread across the three buildings. Each building features a 
Jacques IP video entrance station with keypad allowing for visitors to dial an apartment number within that building to communicate and 
gain access. Residents can view and converse with visitors on their video monitor station (VMS) during which they can activate the on-
screen door release to grant their visitor access to the building. Upon access, the visitor can then proceed to the lift lobby where the system 
has already predefined the floor level permission associated with the entrance-approving video monitor station. At this site, each of the 
buildings operate independently of each other. Each building contains their own system controller facilitating the control and permissions 
between the video monitor stations within the apartments, the door entrance station and the lift access and control permissions.

East Ledang, MYS 

More than a residential gated community, East Ledang is Nusajaya’s premier freehold residential address, boasting 31 gardens and 
numerous waterways all secured, patrolled, and monitored. The luxury villas epitomize style and opulence. They feature contemporary 
architecture, plunge pools and quality fixtures and fittings. 

For this project Jacques, via our Malaysian distributor, Globeway Communications Sdn Bhd, supplied our IP video intercom system featuring 
stylish touchscreen monitor stations for 488 villas. Additionally, six keypad entrance stations have been installed at access points within the 
grounds. Persons wishing to enter are required to dial the villa they wish to visit and communicate via the video intercom system to the 
resident who can permit access. 

Within the security control precinct a Jacques PC master station with residential graphical user interface is used to make and receive 
intercom calls, and PA announcements to the monitor stations located in the villas and to the park entrance stations. Additionally, the 
user can send villas text message notifications straight to their monitor stations. This is a useful feature to provide information on site 
maintenance, security advice or any community notices. 

Puteri Harbour

Puteri Harbour is the southernmost marina and waterfront development within the Nusajaya City. With a variety of architecturally designed 
residential properties, this development will also provide the community with an eclectic mix of commercial establishments. This urban 
village aims to suit a diverse mix of people, offering infrastructure to suit different lifestyles, budgets, and age groups. From modest studio 
apartments through to premium penthouses with waterfront or garden views, Puteri Harbour aims to cater for varying incomes, tastes and 
needs. To further foster a community atmosphere, this development includes living necessities and indulgences such as entertainment 
units, shopping outlets, restaurants and a promenade overlooking the marina, all of which enriches the neighbourhood and supports a 
social environment. 

In the residential section, Jacques provided IP video monitor stations to 248 units and two additional video entrance station intercoms. 
This allows residents to manage visitor access via audio communication to the visitor at entrance gate while being able to visual monitor 
through the entrance intercom or a nearby CCTV camera. Furthermore, if the resident is unable to answer a call, a snapshot of the caller 
will be taken via the entrance station camera and made available on the video monitor station to notify the resident. Jacques has also 
provided a PC master station which allows reception to send text messages to residents via the video monitor stations, make and answer 
intercom calls and broadcast public address announcements. 

Additionally, the commercial area of this development has been provided with 19 dual calling Help Point Unit (HPU) intercoms and an 
audio master station. The HPUs provide residents, staff and visitors with information and assistance with the simple push of a button. 
The intercoms allow for a recorded audio message to be played when the information button is pressed and will connect a call to centre 
management or emergency services when the emergency button is pressed. Furthermore, management can broadcast public address 
announcements to the HPU’s via the master station as well as answer intercom calls. Ultimately, the Jacques IP Communication System 
provides critical safety and security for residents, staff and visitors while comprehensively ensuring the entire Puteri Harbour community is 
connected. 

This 550,000-acre development offers an epicentre for enriched lifestyle through integrated infrastructure and transportation, security, 
safety and convenience.

PUTERI HARBOUR, MALAYSIA

EAST LEDANG, MALAYSIA

TENNYSON REACH, AUSTRALIA
Case studies
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https://www.facebook.com/JacquesTechnologiesPtyLtd
https://www.linkedin.com/company/jacques/
https://twitter.com/JacquesTech
https://vimeo.com/user22777984
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCIBf3wJTBeLr7SAI1a908nw

